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a b s t r a c t
A ﬂoating-ring bearing (FRB) is composed of a journal, a ﬂoating ring and a housing which
are separated by two thin oil ﬁlms. This system is inherently nonlinear and if it is lightly
loaded or operated at high speeds, it is prone to the ﬂuid-induced instability. The threshold speed for the instability of a journal bearing with one oil ﬁlm can be estimated using
linearized forces acting in the ﬁlm. However, the linear analysis of FRB might be problematic because results of such an analysis are usually diﬃcult to interpret. Nevertheless, the
linear analysis can provide some fundamental insights into system behaviour. This work
aims to evaluate in detail the use of linear theory in the stability analysis of rotating systems supported on FRBs. Several approaches for the linearization of the forces acting in
FRB are proposed and analysed. The results are visualized in the form of a holistic Campbell diagram which together depicts natural frequencies, whirl frequencies, modal damping
and precession of mode shapes. Moreover, it is demonstrated that the holistic Campbell diagram can be used to interpret – and to some extent, also to predict – results of nonlinear
analysis.
© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Turbochargers are widely used in internal combustion engines due to their ability to improve the engine eﬃciency. The
turbocharger consists of four main components – a bearing housing, two ﬂoating ring bearings and a rotor with two overhung impellers. Fig. 1 displays a typical design of the rotor and the bearing system. A thrust bearing, which supports an
axial load resulting from aerodynamic forces, is ﬁxed in the bearing housing and radial bearings are located between the
turbine and the compressor impellers. Both rolling-element and oil-ﬁlm bearings with ﬂoating rings can be used to support
the rotor. The latter is used more often because of a favourable cost and practically unlimited lifetime [1].
However, the ﬂoating-ring bearings (FRBs) are subject to the instability of oil ﬁlms, which can occur in an outer ﬁlm, in
an inner ﬁlm, or in both ﬁlms at the same time [2]. Three rotating bodies which spin at various angular speeds — the rotor
(ωR ), the ring at the turbine side (ωF(LR) ) and the ring at the compressor side (ωF(RR) ). The inner ﬁlm is more prone to the
instability due to its higher effective hydrodynamic angular velocity. If the inner ﬁlm loses its stability and oil whirl, which
is described e.g. in Ref. [3] occurs, the rotor starts to perform motions at the subsynchronous frequency, which is roughly
0.5(ωR + ωF R ) [4]. In such a case the stable outer ﬁlm acts as a damper. Its damping capacity is high enough that the
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Fig. 1. A typical arrangement of a turbocharger rotor supported on FRBs.

subsynchronous motion reaches a stable limit cycle even if its frequency coincides with a natural frequency of the rotorbearing system [2], i.e. if the oil whirl is replaced by oil whip. When angular speed ωFR is high enough, the outer ﬁlm also
becomes unstable. The frequency of the whirl of the outer ﬁlm is approximately 0.5ωFR and the corresponding whirling
motions can appear together with motions due to the instability of the inner ﬁlm. San Andrés showed that although both
motions can exist together, the motion due to the instability of the inner ﬁlm tends to disappear rather suddenly [4]. This
sudden change of the motion can be explained by bifurcation theory and is sometimes referred to as jump (phenomenon) or
jumping due to its distinctive appearance in the waterfall plot of vibration spectra [4]. Wang and Khonsari [5] studied bifurcations in rotating systems supported on journal bearings, and Schweizer [2] provided a brief introduction to bifurcations in
rotating systems supported on FRBs.
Several distinctive waterfall plots of the turbocharger rotor vibration are reported throughout literature [6–12]. Fig. 2
shows these waterfall plots with removed higher harmonics and sideband frequencies, and a detailed description follows:
(i) The rotor is stable at low speed ωR . A dominant component of rotor’s response is a synchronous motion (1X) because
of the excitation due to rotating unbalance.
(ii) When rotor speed ωR increases, the ﬁrst bifurcation at which the inner ﬁlm loses its stability is approached. The
instability excites a gyroscopic conical deﬂection shape with forward precession (denoted sub1), and the rotor reaches
a stable limit cycle.
Note 1. Response to the rotating unbalance may suppress subsynchronous component sub1, see e.g. [13].
(iii) When rotor speed ωR increases further, the second bifurcation is reached. There are three possible scenarios:
a) The instability of the inner ﬁlm starts to excite a gyroscopic cylindrical deﬂection shape with the forward precession (denoted sub2). The rotor bifurcates from limit cycle (ii) directly into the stable limit cycle consisting of
components sub2 and 1X, see Fig. 2(a)–(h).
Note 2. In some cases, sub1 is apparent only in a rather narrow interval of rotor speeds and disappears before
the second bifurcation is reached. Such a situation is depicted in Fig. 2(g) and (h).
b) Component sub1 disappears and reappears together with sub2 after rotor speed ωR is suﬃciently increased, see
Fig. 2(i) and (j).
c) The instability of the outer ﬁlm starts to excite the gyroscopic conical deﬂection shape with the forward precession. The rotor bifurcates from limit cycle (ii) directly into the stable limit cycle consisting of components sub3
and 1X, see Fig. 2(k) and (l).
(iv) If rotor speed ωR increases even further, additional bifurcations may occur. The number of additional bifurcation
points may vary:
a) Component sub2 or sub3 disappears. In such a case, the instability of the oil ﬁlm is passed through, the rotor
becomes stable again and its limit cycle is only constituted of synchronous motion 1X. This situation is depicted
in Fig. 2(a) and (k).
b) The inner ﬁlm becomes stable and component sub2 disappears. Further increase of rotor speed ωR leads to the
instability of the outer ﬁlm and to the introduction of component sub3. The corresponding bifurcation sequence
is shown in Fig. 2(b).
Note 3. Direct jumps from sub2 to sub3 are not reported in the reviewed literature.
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Fig. 2. Idealised waterfall plots of the turbocharger rotor vibration with removed higher harmonics and sideband frequencies taken from Refs. [6–12].

c) Additional subsynchronous motion is excited and two subsynchronous components occur simultaneously in rotor’s response. The coexistent subsynchronous motions do not meet conditions for an internal resonance phenomenon described e.g. in Ref. [14] and the stable limit cycle can be reached. The bifurcation sequences with
coexistent components sub2 and sub3 are depicted in Fig. 2(c), (d), (g), (i), and the sequences with coexistent
components sub1 and sub2 are depicted in Fig. 2(g)–(j).
d) Similarly, two subsynchronous components occur simultaneously in rotor’s response and they meet conditions
for the internal resonance phenomenon. The resulting motion is often called total instability (TI) and prolonged
operation under these conditions leads to damage [2,8].
Note 4. Transition from the limit cycle to the total instability may be gradual and a transition zone, which is
reported in Ref. [10] and shown in Fig. 2(f), is formed in such a case.
The bifurcation sequences are usually studied employing simulations of the system with nonlinear hydrodynamic forces
acting in the bearings. The patterns can be predicted analyzing rotor run-ups [8–12] or a series of steady-state responses
[6,15]. Tian [10,13] examined the bifurcation sequences acquired from both the run-up and the run-down and found out that
they can differ signiﬁcantly. Schweizer [9] noted that the bifurcation sequence is determined by bearing parameters such
as the inner/outer bearing width, the temperature and the pressure of supplied oil, and the outer bearing clearance. Tian
[10,13] studied the inﬂuence of the outer bearing clearance and the rotor unbalance closely and concluded that both have a
major impact on the bifurcation sequences. Smolík et al. [15] later clariﬁed that the stability of the outer ﬁlm is determined
predominantly by the outer clearance. In contrast, the stability of the inner ﬁlm is more sensitive to the ratio between the
inner and outer clearances.
Some authors tried to explain the bifurcation patterns by means of a linear stability analysis: an equilibrium position of
the rotor with a given speed is found, the hydrodynamic and gyroscopic forces are linearized and then eigenvalue analysis
is performed. Schweizer [9] noted that the ﬁrst bifurcation occurs due to the loss of stability. Tian [10] showed that up to
three unstable eigenvalues can coexist at the given rotor speed. However, the number of the unstable eigenvalues does not
indicate how many subsychronous components will be present in the limit cycle at this rotor speed. Woschke [11] proposed
a novel method for the construction a holistic Campbell diagram, which is based on the linearization of the hydrodynamic
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forces along the simulated trajectory of the rotor. The resulting Campbell diagram considers changes of the bearing stiffness
at the constant rotor speed.
This paper aims to investigate and analyze the possible approaches to the linear modelling of the turbocharger rotors
supported on the FRBs thoroughly. The inﬂuence of the proposed approaches on modal properties of the rotor-bearing
system is discussed, and computational costs of these approaches are examined. Results of the linear analysis are compared
with a simulated response of the nonlinear rotor-bearing system, and this comparison is used to illustrate the capability of
the linear analysis to characterize the stability of the nonlinear system.
The paper is organized as follows: after the introduction Section 1, mathematical modelling of the rotor supported on the
FRBs, linearization process and modal/stability analysis are described in Section 2. Subsequent Section 3 forms a key part of
the paper because it describes all the proposed methods. In Section 4, general properties of turbocharger rotors are shown
using the Campbell diagrams, computational eﬃciency is discussed and a comparison of linear analysis with the results of
nonlinear run-up simulation is provided. A conclusion follows in Section 5.
2. Mathematical modeling
Mathematical background for the modelling of rotors supported on the FRBs is provided in this section. In Section 2.1, a
general mathematical model of the rotor is formulated using the ﬁnite element method (FEM) for the ﬂexible 1D beam-type
continua which is used for the modelling of the shaft. In Section 2.2, detailed pieces of information about the modal analysis
and the stability analysis are provided. In the following Section 2.3, linearization of nonlinear bearing forces is commented.
2.1. Mathematical model of the rotor supported on linearized ﬂuid ﬁlm bearings
Mathematical model of the rotor is usually formulated using ﬂexible shaft elements and rigid discs. The shaft can be
modelled using the FEM for 1D beam-type continua considering the Euler–Bernoulli, the Timoshenko or other theories.
In the presented paper, the Euler–Bernoulli beam elements are considered with ﬂexural degrees of freedom only (torsional and axial degrees of freedom are neglected due to the assumption of dominant ﬂexural vibration). Vector of generalized coordinates qR of the rotor subsystem rotating at constant speed ωR is deﬁned in the form

qR = [ . . . , v i , w i , θi , ψ i , . . . ] ∈ R n R ,

i = 1, 2, . . . nR

(1)

where vi , wi are the lateral displacements of node i in horizontal and vertical direction, respectively, and θ i , ψ i are the
mutually perpendicular bending angles about these displacements. The total number of degrees of freedom is nR = 4NR ,
where NR is the number of nodes.
We assume that shaft deformations are governed by Hooke’s law, a rotor subsystem does not have any couplings to the
frame or any other subsystems and no external excitation occurs. The equation of motion of such a rotor subsystem can be
expressed in a standard matrix form as

M R q̈R + [BR + GR (ωR )]q˙ R + K R qR = 0

(2)

where M R , BR , GR (ωR ), K R ∈
are the mass, the damping, the gyroscopic and the stiffness matrices of the rotor, respectively.
In the following deﬁnitions of a global model of the turbocharger, two classes of models are distinguished. For the models
that neglect ﬂoating rings masses equation of motion (2) can be extended by matrices K B(M ) and BB(M ) , which represent
stiffness and damping of the bearing coupling, respectively. In such a case no additional degrees of freedom are included
and the equation of motion can be rewritten as
RnR ,nR









M R q̈R + BR + GR (ωR ) + BB(M ) q˙ R + K R + K B(M ) qR = 0,

(3)

where M = A, B, C, D. Generally, coupling matrices K B(M ) , BB(M ) are a function of shaft speed ωR for M = A, B, C or a function
of the shaft speed ωR and ﬂoating ring speed ωFR for M = D. Particular forms of the coupling matrices are given by the
methods for the modelling of the bearing coupling, which are distinguished by indices M = A, B, C, D and which will be
dealt with in Section 3.
The second class of models requires the extension of the number of degrees of freedom due to the consideration of
ﬂoating ring mass. The ﬂoating ring is assumed to move only laterally and its angular speed is considered to be constant
in the forthcoming analyses. Hence vector of generalized coordinates qF(XR) of the ﬂoating ring consists of its horizontal and
vertical displacements vF(XR) and wF(XR) , respectively, in the form

qF(XR) =



vF(XR) , wF(XR)

T

∈ R2 ,

X = L, R,

(4)

where superscripts L and R correspond to the turbine and the compressor bearing, respectively. Then mass matrices of the
FRs are given in the form





M F(XR) = diag mF(XR) , mF(XR) ∈ R2,2 ,

X = L, R,

(5)
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where mF(XR) is the mass of the ﬂoating ring at the turbine side (X = L) or at the compressor side (X = R). Floating ring
rotates at speed ωF(XR ) , which can be estimated using the following formula proposed in Ref. [1] under the assumption of
zero eccentricity:

RSRX =

ωF(XR )
=
ωR
1+

1

 
μO L O c I D O 3
μI L I c O D I

X = L, R,

(6)

where RSR is the ring speed ratio. Alternatively, RSR can be estimated as a function dependent on relative eccentricity
εY , Y = I, O [1]:

RSRX (εI , εO ) =

ωF(XR)
=
ωR
1+

1
√

 
μO LO cI √1−εI2 DO 3
μI L I c O 1 − ε 2 D I
O

.

(7)

Note that (6) and (7) hold under the assumption of a steady-state operation and short bearing approxiamtion with halfSommerfeld cavitation condition.
The equation of motion considering the rotor, two ﬂoating rings and linear forces in the bearings can be expressed as

⎡ ⎤
⎡ ˙ ⎤
qR
q̈R



(L )
diag M R , M F(LR) , M F(RR) ⎣ q̈F(LR) ⎦ + diag{BR + GR (ωR ), 0, 0} + BB(M ) (ωR , ωF R ) ⎣ q˙ F R ⎦


q̈F(RR)

(R )

⎡ ⎤
qR


+ diag{K R + GR (ωR ), 0, 0} + K B(M ) (ωR , ωF R ) ⎣ qF(LR) ⎦ = 0

q˙ F R

(8)

(R )

qF R

which holds for methods M = E, F , G, I, J. These methods are described in detail in Section 3.
2.2. Modal analysis and stability analysis
Stability of any linear system can be classiﬁed based on complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors, which come from solving
a modal analysis problem [16–19]. This approach allows to consider a detailed modelling of the investigated rotor system
unlike the stability analysis obtained by e.g. Routh–Hourwitz criterion [20] for a simpliﬁed 2DoF model of a rigid rotor
supported on a journal bearing.
Modal analysis is performed using global mathematical model (3) or (8) with journal bearings described by mass and
linearized stifness and damping parameters. The rotor system is not externally excited, see (3) or (8). System of equations
(3) or (8) is transformed to state-space for the modal analysis purpose. Association of mass identity M q˙ − M q˙ = 0 to (3) or
(8) is utilized. For a shorter notation, M = M R or M = diag{M R , M F(LR) , M F(RR) } is the global mass matrix for the corresponding

T
T
(L ) T (R ) T
approach to the modelling of the bearing coupling and q˙ = q˙ R or q˙ = [q˙ R , q˙ F R , q˙ F R ]T is the derivative of the vector of
generalized coordinates. Thus, eigenvalue problem is generally described for both cases by equation [1]

[λν (ωR , ωF R )E − A(ωR , ωF R )]uν (ωR , ωF R ) = 0,

(9)

where A(ωR , ωFR ) is the system matrix and E is the identity matrix. Eigenvalues are given as complex numbers dependent
on the shaft and the ﬂoating ring angular speeds:

λν (ωR , ωF R ) = αν (ωR , ωF R ) ± iβν (ωR , ωF R ).

(10)

Imaginary part β ν (ωR , ωFR ) expresses the ν th eigenfrequency of the system and the stability is classiﬁed based on real part
α ν (ωR , ωFR ) of each eigenvalue, called growth/decay rate, see Nguyen-Schäfer [1]. Modal damping factor Dν (ωR , ωFR ) can
be used for the stability identiﬁcation and for a comparison of the magnitude of growth/decay rate at the same time. The
modal damping factor is deﬁned as

Dν ( ωR , ωF R ) = −

αν (ωR , ωF R )
.
|λν (ωR , ωF R )|

(11)

The stability can be evaluated using the following rules:
•
•

∀ν : Dν ≥ 0, then the system is stable, and
∃ν : Dν < 0, then the system is unstable.

Each eigenvalue λν (ωR , ωFR ) has corresponding complex eigenvector uν (ωR , ωFR ). Coordinates which correspond with
lateral modal displacements can be expressed as

v j = v j,r + iv j,i ,

w j = w j,r + iw j,i ,

(12)
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where v j , w j are the modal displacements of node j in the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. After using Euler
formula uν (t ) = uν eiβν t , the lateral modal displacements are described in the time domain as follows

v j (t ) = v j,r cos(βν t ) − v j,i sin(βν t ),

(13)

w j (t ) = w j,r cos(βν t ) − w j,i sin(βν t ).

(14)

Hence, the shaft precession angle in the node j is derived as ψ j = arctan(w j (t )/v j (t )). The precession direction is then
determined from the sign of angle time-derivative ψ˙ j = dψ j /dt and supposed shaft rotation direction. After rather lengthy
algebraic manipulation, we get ﬁnal expression [21]
j

= v j,i w j,r − v j,r w j,i ,

(15)

where the sign of indicator j determines the precession of the motion of node j. The precession of the shaft motion can
be determined based on the following rules:
•
•
•

∀j: j > 0, then the shaft whirls with the forward precession,
∀j: j < 0, then the shaft whirls with the backward precession, and
∃i, j: i > 0∧ j < 0, then the shaft whirls with the combined precession.

2.3. Linearization of ﬂuid-ﬁlm forces
Fluid-ﬁlm forces generated in thin ﬂuid ﬁlms are dependent on the pressure distribution which is governed by the
Reynolds equation [22]. A general solution of the Reynolds equation in a closed form is not known but Sfyris and Chasalevris
[23] found a closed form solution for the homogeneous part of the Reynolds equation and proposed particular solutions in
some special cases. Since this analytical solution is rather complicated, several approximate analytical solutions are widely
used to approximate ﬂuid ﬁlm forces. Two most widely known approximate analytical solutions are probably inﬁnitely short
(IS) and inﬁnitely long (IL) bearing approximations, which are discussed e.g. in [24]. These two approximate solutions allow
a direct expression of the ﬂuid-ﬁlm forces. Approximate analytical solutions for ﬁnite length journal bearings with length-todiameter ratio around 1 also exist [25,26]. As a representative of this class of hydrodynamic forces, e.g solution introduced
in [24] can be mentioned. This solution is based on the IS approximation but uses multiplicative correction polynomials
(further referred to as IScor) to make the solution suitable for the ﬁnite length journal bearings.
Above mentioned solution of Reynolds equation and hydrodynamic force must be performed with respect to the chosen
boundary cavitation condition [27]. In this paper, the widely used half-Sommerfeld boundary cavitation condition is used.
Another boundary cavitation conditions (e.g. Elrod cavitation model) and their mutual comparison in turbocharger applications are introduced in [28].
Even under the above-mentioned simplifying assumptions, the ﬂuid-ﬁlm forces are naturally nonlinear. However, as the
nonlinearities are smooth, the linearization close to the static equilibrium position can be performed.
In principle, linearization process [29–31] is based on the following algorithm1 : constant rotor speed ωR and a constant
static bearing load are chosen. Then the static equilibrium position of the journal is found. From the mathematical point
of view, the problem is represented by the system of nonlinear algebraic equations. Once the static equilibrium position is
determined, the ﬂuid-ﬁlm forces acting in the bearing are approximated by the Taylor series. Linear terms of the resulting
series correspond with stiffness and damping dynamic coeﬃcients. If this process is repeated for other rotor speeds, the
dynamic coeﬃcients can be expressed as a function of the rotor speed.
In this article, the following notation will be used for dynamic coeﬃcients (stiffness and damping coeﬃcients, respectively)

ki(jX,Y,M ) (ωY ),

)
b(i,X,Y,M
(ωY ),
j

(16)

where
•
•
•
•

indices
indices
indices
indices

i, j = x, y correspond to the horizontal and vertical direction,
X = L, R correspond to the left (compressor) and the right (turbine) bearing,
Y = I, O correspond to the inner (ωI = ωR + ωF R ) and the outer (ωO = ωF R ) ﬂuid ﬁlm, respectively, and
M = C, D, F , G, I, J correspond to the method2 chosen for the linearization, see Section 3.

3. Methods for the description of dynamic coeﬃcients of the FRBs
In this section, eight possible approaches to the modelling of the FRBs are introduced. The methods are denoted by
indices M = A, . . . , J. Methods M = A, B, C, D neglect ﬂoating ring degrees of freedom and hence equation of motion (3) holds.
For methods M = E, F , G, I, J, ﬂoating ring mass is considered and extended equation of motion (8) holds.
1
2

For more precise and detailed formulation, see e.g. [26].
Other methods (M = A, B, E) use estimated constant stiffness and damping coeﬃcients and the linearization process is not used in these cases.
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Table 1
Overview of the proposed methods.
Method

Floating ring DoFs

Solution for the equilib. position

RSR calculation

Stiffness and damping coeff.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
I
J

none
none
none
none
2 lateral
2 lateral
2 lateral
2 lateral
2 lateral

none
none
2 eqs.
uncoupled solution (2+2 eqs.)
none
uncoupled solution (2+2 eqs.)
coupled solution (5 eqs.)
coupled solution (5 eqs.)
coupled solution (5 eqs.)

none
none
eq. (6)
eq. (6)
none
eq. (6)
eq. (6)
eq. (7)
RSR is DoF

isotropic
orthotropic
linearized (outer ﬁlm)
linearized (both ﬁlms)
isotropic (both ﬁlms)
linearized (both ﬁlms)
linearized (both ﬁlms)
linearized (both ﬁlms)
linearized (both ﬁlms)

disp.
disp.
disp.
disp.
disp. + 1 rot.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagrams of the bearing couplings using all the considered methods. Cross couplings are denoted by the circles with arrows. Isotropic
bearing (A), orthotropic bearing (B), linearized outer ﬂuid ﬁlm only (C), both ﬁlms linearized with neglected ring mass (D), both ﬁlms isotropic considering
ring mass and both ﬂuid ﬁlms linearized with ring mass considered (F,G,I,J). Methods F,G,I,J differ according to the approach to the linearization. Method F
stands for separated linearization for the inner and the outer ﬂuid ﬁlm, method G means simultaneous linearization for both ﬂuid ﬁlms, I is the same as
G with different RSR calculation and method J moreover respects angular rotation of ﬂoating ring as a degree of freedom.

The description of the methods proceeds from the simplest isotropic (A) and orthotropic (B) bearing approximations,
consideration of the linearized outer ﬂuid ﬁlms only (C) and two linearized dynamic coeﬃcients in series (D) to the models
with the ﬂoating ring mass and isotropic approximation of both ﬂuid ﬁlms (E), separated linearization of inner and outer
ﬂuid ﬁlms (F) and coupled linearization (G). The inﬂuence of various RSR descriptions is studied using methods (I) and (J).
The main assumptions of all the methods are summarized in Table 1.
3.1. Constant isotropic elastic approximation of bearings (A)
In this ﬁrst approximation, each FRB can be idealized as two mutually perpendicular linear springs k ∈ R+ , which are
shown in Fig. 3(A). Let the nodes in bearings be denoted by indices iL < iR where iX < NR , X = L, R. Then coupling matrix
KBM from (3) is given as

K B(A ) = diag{0 . . . 0, k, k, 0, . . . 0, k, k, 0 . . . 0} ∈ RnR ,nR ,

(17)

where nonzero elements are localized at the positions corresponding to the horizontal and vertical displacements of nodes
iL , iR . In this case, stiffness k is assumed to be constant and damping of the bearing is neglected, hence BB(A ) = 0 ∈ RnR ,nR .
This kind of basic analysis gives an important information about modal properties of the rotor with boundary conditions
roughly corresponding to the bearing couplings. However, all of the phenomena affected by the nonlinear nature of the
bearings are essentially neglected.
3.2. Constant orthotropic elastic approximation of bearings (B)
To demonstrate the inﬂuence of different stiffness coeﬃcients in horizontal and vertical direction, orthotropic elastic
approximation is considered in this section. Let the stiffness coeﬃcients in horizontal and vertical direction be kx , ky ∈ R+ ,
respectively. Then, similarly to (17), the coupling stiffness matrix of both bearings can be formulated as

K B(B ) = diag{0 . . . 0, kx , ky , 0, . . . 0, kx , ky , 0 . . . 0} ∈ RnR ,nR

(18)
(B )

Both coeﬃcients kx , ky stay constant with the changing rotor speed and the damping is neglected, hence BB

= 0 ∈ RnR ,nR .

3.3. Linearization of forces in the outer ﬂuid ﬁlm (C)
If the properties of ﬂuid ﬁlm bearings are taken into account more precisely, linearization process can be used to determine speed dependent stiffness and damping coeﬃcients.
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Due to the fact that the inner clearance of the FRB is usually smaller than the outer clearance, the inner ﬁlm is stiffer
than the outer ﬁlm and the overall stiffness of the bearing can be approximated by the stiffness of the outer ﬁlm only.
Hence, nonzero elements in the coupling stiffness matrix are given as
c

K B(X,C ) =
c K (X,C )
B

where

(X,O,C )
kxx

(X,O,C )
kxy

(X,O,C )
kyx

(X,O,C )
kyy

,

X = L, R,

(19)

is further referred to as the compressed form of the coupling stiffness matrix. The compressed form

of coupling damping matrix c BB(X,C ) can be derived in a similar manner as c K B(X,C ) . Then full coupling matrices K B(C ) =
K B(C ) (ωR ), BB(C ) = BB(C ) (ωR ) are zero matrices with only nonzero elements at positions corresponding to the position of horizontal and vertical displacements of nodes iR , iL in the form



K B(C ) =

K B(X,C ) .

(20)

X=L,R

3.4. Linearization of forces in both ﬁlms with neglect of the ﬂoating ring mass (D)
More precisely, both inner and outer ﬂuid ﬁlms can be considered while the ring mass is still neglected. In this case,
linearized dynamic coeﬃcients of the inner and the outer ﬂuid ﬁlms can be considered to be two springs (or dampers) in
series, both speed dependent. The compressed form of the coupling stiffness matrix is
c

K B(X,D ) =

(X,D )
kxx

(X,D )
kxy

(X,D )

(X,D )
kyy

kyx

,

X = L, R,

(21)

where

1
ki(jX,D )

1
1
= (X,I,D ) + (X,O,D ) .
ki j
ki j

(22)

Analogical relations also hold for the coupling damping matrix. The localization of nonzero elements in the global coupling
matrices and their summation is performed as in previous method C.
3.5. Constant isotropic elastic approximation of bearings considering the ﬂoating ring mass (E)
Next, ﬂoating rings masses and the constant isotropic stiffness approximation of both inner and outer ﬂuid ﬁlms can be
considered. Then equation of motion (8) holds. The compressed form of the coupling stiffness matrix for both ﬂuid ﬁlms is
given as follows

⎡

c

−k

k

⎢
⎣−k

k

K B(X,E ) = ⎢

2k
−k

⎤

−k⎥
⎥,

⎦

X = L, R.

(23)

2k

Nonzero blocks are located at the positions corresponding to the horizontal and the vertical displacements of nodes iL ,
iR and the appropriate ﬂoating rings displacements. In this case, damping is neglected (BB(E ) = 0) and after the localization
into global stiffness matrix, global coupling matrix of the FRBs can be written in the form

K B(E ) =



K B(X,E ) .

(24)

X=L,R

3.6. Linearization of the forces in the inner and the outer ﬂuid ﬁlms – separated linearization for both ﬂuid ﬁlms (F)
For more precise description of the system behaviour, mass of the ﬂoating rings can be considered together with the
speed dependent dynamic coeﬃcients corresponding to both the inner and the outer ﬂuid ﬁlms. A basic approach is an
independent linearization of the inner and the outer ﬂuid-ﬁlm forces. For static equilibrium position determination, two
simpliﬁed systems are considered:
•
•

journal coupled by the inner ﬂuid ﬁlm with the space-ﬁxed ﬂoating ring,
journal (with added mass of the ﬂoating ring) coupled by outer ﬂuid ﬁlm with housing.

In this way, two pairs of nonlinear algebraic equations are solved separately to ﬁnd static solution. Nonlinear algebraic
equations are set for the inner ﬂuid ﬁlm as follows
(X,I )
Fhd,x
( ωR + ωF R ) = 0,

(X,I )
Fhd,y
(ωR + ωF R ) + F0(X ) = 0

(25)
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and similarly for the outer ﬁlm
(X,O )
Fhd,x
( ωF R ) = 0,

(X,O )
Fhd,y
(ωF R ) + F0(X ) − mF(XR) g = 0,

(26)

(X,Y )
where Fhd,i
(ω ) are the components of the ﬂuid-ﬁlm force based on IS or IScor models and F0(X ) is the vertical load in
the bearing node. Presented indices have following notation i = x, y, Y = I, O, X = L, R. The ﬂoating ring angular speed is
calculated employing (6).
Using this approach, the compressed form of the coupling stiffness matrix is in the form

⎡

c

⎢

(X,I,F )
kxx

(X,I,F )
kxy

(X,I,F )
−kxx

(X,I,F )
−kxy

⎤

(X,I,F )
⎢ kyx
K B(X,F ) = ⎢ (X,I,F )
⎣−kxx

(X,I,F )
kyy

(X,I,F )
−kyx

(X,I,F )
−kxy

(X,I,F )
(X,O,F )
kxx
+ kxx

⎥
⎥
.
(X,I,F )
(X,O,F ) ⎥
⎦
kxy
+ kxy

(X,I,F )
−kyx

(X,I,F )
−kyy

(X,I,F )
(X,O,F )
kyx
+ kyx

(X,I,F )
(X,O,F )
kyy
+ kyy

(X,I,F )
−kyy

(27)

The localization of these matrices to the global stiffness matrix K B(F ) (ωR ) is given in the similar way as in (24). Analogical
terms also hold for damping matrices.
3.7. Linearization of the forces in the inner and the outer ﬂuid ﬁlms – coupled linearization for both ﬂuid ﬁlms (G)
More precisely, the linearization process in the FRB can be performed considering both ﬂuid ﬁlms at the same time. It
means that both subsystems (the journal and the ﬂoating ring) can interact, which is not considered in the aforementioned
method F. This interaction can be mathematically expressed by a system of ﬁve nonlinear algebraic equations, which can be
written in the form
(X,I )
Fhd,x
( ωR + ωF R ) = 0,

(28)

(X,I )
Fhd,y
(ωR + ωF R ) + F0(X ) = 0,

(29)

(X,I )
(X,O )
−Fhd,x
(ωR + ωF R ) + Fhd,x
( ωR ) = 0,

(30)

(X,I )
(X,O )
−Fhd,y
(ωR + ωF R ) + Fhd,y
(ωR ) − mF(XR) g = 0,

(31)

M (X,I ) + M (X,O ) = 0,

(32)
(X,Y )

where used indices have notation i = x, y, Y = I, O, X = L, R. The components of the ﬂuid-ﬁlm forces Fhd,i (ω ) in the inner
and the outer ﬂuid ﬁlms are based on the inﬁnitely short bearing approximation. Static bearing load is designated F0(X ) .
Torque equilibrium between driving and friction torques that act on the inner and the outer surface of the ﬂoating ring,
respectively, are expressed in (32). Each applied torque consists of two terms and is adopted from [10]. The ﬁrst term is
derived from lubricant friction, see [1], and the second term is caused by a relative offset of the journal and the bearing
shell centres. Floating ring speed ωFR is calculated using (6).
The coupling stiffness and the coupling damping matrices have the compressed forms which correspond with (27) and
the global matrices are ﬁnally obtained by the same process as given in (24).
3.8. Linearization of forces in the inner and the outer ﬂuid ﬁlms – coupled linearization for both ﬂuid ﬁlms with consideration of
RSR inﬂuence (I)
To make the model more precise, an improvement of the previous models can be achieved if it is considered that the
ﬂoating ring speed varies with the rotor speed. This approach offers better accuracy because the effective speed of both
inner and outer ﬂuid ﬁlms is dependent on the ﬂoating ring speed which is calculated using (7). The ﬂoating ring speed is
calculated in each step of static solution during the linearization process and it causes effective speed of both ﬂuid ﬁlms
and hence it inﬂuences the dynamic coeﬃcients.
3.9. Linearization of the inner and the outer ﬂuid ﬁlms – coupled linearization for both ﬂuid ﬁlms (J)
Even more precisely, method J performs solution of the static equilibrium position simultaneously for both ﬂuid ﬁlms
considering an angular rotation of the ﬂoating ring as an additional degree of freedom. The ﬁnal system of equations for
this coupled solution is formally the same as (28)–(32) but with the major difference that the ﬂoating ring angular speed
ωFR is independent on the shaft speed ωR given by any RSR formulation (6) or (7).
After the linearization of the ﬂuid-ﬁlm forces in the inner and the outer ﬂuid ﬁlms, the compressed forms of the coupling
stiffness and the coupling damping matrices, which are given by (27), can be localized to the global coupling matrices in
the similar way as shown in (24).
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Fig. 4. Campbell diagram for the typical turbocharger considering isotropic linear elastic approximation of the bearings with neglected damping (method
A, see Section 3.1). The estimated stiffness of the bearing is k = 106 N/m.

3.10. Summary of the proposed methods
To make a ﬁnal overview of the proposed methods M = A, . . . , J, a summarizing table is shown in Tab. 1.
4. Analysis and results
In this section, general properties of the turbocharger linear/linearized rotordynamics are shown (Section 4.1), computational demands of the proposed methods are discussed (Section 4.2) and the results of the linear analysis are compared
with the results of the nonlinear analysis (Section 4.3).
4.1. General properties of the linear turbocharger rotordynamics with respect to the approach to the bearing modelling
In order to investigate varying properties of the modelling approaches presented in Section 3, the presented turbocharger,
whose parameters are borrowed from [10], is analyzed. Its parameters are summarised in Table 2. Each of the following
Campbell diagrams includes a basic information about the modal properties: basically, it shows speed-dependent eigenfrequencies of the system, the precession of the appropriate mode is indicated by different markers and the modal damping
factors are denoted using colours.
A typical Campbell diagram for the turbocharger considering isotropic linear elastic approximation of the bearings
(method A) is shown in Fig. 4. The frequency range is limited to 30 0 0 Hz. There are four pairs of branches of natural
frequencies there. From the lowest frequency, the pairs are assorted as follows: The backward and forward conical modes
(turbine wheel and compressor side in counter-phase) are the ﬁrst, followed by the backward and the forward cylindrical
modes (all the nodes in-phase) and by the backward and the forward ﬁrst and second bending modes of the shaft.
Method B, see Section 3.2, incorporates orthotropic bearing parameters. In this method it is considered that stiffness ky
in the vertical direction is higher than the stiffness kx in horizontal direction, i.e. ky > kx . Stiffness parameters are considered kx = 106 [N/m] (horizontal stiffness) and ky = 2 kx . Fig. 5 shows that the quality of the diagram is similar, nevertheless the modes with combined precession appear in some intervals of the rotor speed which has been already presented
in Ref. [32].
The Campbell diagram, which is composed employing linearization method C (the outer ﬁlm is linearized and the inner
ﬁlm is rigid), is depicted in Fig. 6. Due to the presence of cross coupling terms kxy , kyx and coupling damping matrix, the
Campbell diagram becomes more complex. There are unstable branches at frequencies lower than 10 0 0 Hz, which correspond to the conical mode (lower unstable branch) and the cylindrical mode (upper unstable branch). Moreover, it can be
seen that the cylindrical mode becomes unstable after crossing a threshold speed.
If both linearized ﬂuid ﬁlms are taken into account but the ring mass is neglected (method D, see Section 3.4), the
model becomes even more complex. Appropriate terms in the coeﬃcient matrices of both ﬂuid ﬁlms are considered to be
speed dependent springs or dampers in series. The corresponding Campbell diagram is shown in Fig. 7. The conical and the
cylindrical modes are located at considerably lower frequencies than in the case of the previous method C, see Fig. 6. It is
due to the assumption of the rigid inner ﬁlm.
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Fig. 5. Campbell diagram for the typical turbocharger considering ortothropic linear elastic approximation of the bearings with neglected damping (method
B, see Section 3.2). The stiffness parameters of the bearings are kx = 106 N/m (horizontal stiffness) and ky = 2kx .

Fig. 6. Campbell diagram for the typical turbocharger (with outer clearance cO = 36 μm) considering linearization of the outer ﬂuid ﬁlm only (method C,
see Section 3.3). Only the modes with damping from range D ∈ −1; 0.7 are depicted for clarity.

The inﬂuence of the ring mass is demonstrated in Fig. 8 where the constant isotropic approximation of both ﬂuid ﬁlms
are considered together with the ring mass, see method E in Section 3.5. The conical and the cylindrical modes are not
affected but the second bending modes differ in comparison with the diagrams in Fig. 4. In addition to this difference, two
pairs of rings modes appear. These modes are characteristic with large modal displacements of the ﬂoating rings and they
appear with both backward and forward precession.
From the topological point of view, the most complex linear model includes linearized forces in the inner and the outer
ﬁlms and also takes the ring mass into account. In dependence on the approach used for the linearization (methods F,G,I,J),
dynamic coeﬃcients differ, however, the topology of the model is the same in all cases. As an example, Campbell diagram for
method F is shown in Fig. 9. One can observe that there are altogether four branches with unstable conical and cylindrical
modes. The mode with the lowest frequency is characterized by the backward precession and it is unstable in the whole
rotor speed range. This unstable mode is unlikely to be dangerous for the turbocharger due to its backward precession. Other
three branches contain both the stable and the unstable modes with the forward or the combined precession. Interestingly,
up to three unstable modes can be found at the single rotor speed.
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Fig. 7. Campbell diagram for the typical turbocharger (with outer clearance cO = 36 μm at both sides) considering linearization of both ﬂuid ﬁlms and with
neglect of the ring mass (method D, see Section 3.3).

Fig. 8. Campbell diagram for the typical turbocharger considering isotropic linear approximation of the inner and outer ﬂuid ﬁlms with ring mass; damping
is neglected (method E, see Section 3.5).

4.1.1. Comparison of the Campbell diagrams obtained using methods F,G,I,J
If we compare the Campbell diagrams obtained using methods F, G, I and J, only some minor differences in rotor speeds
at which individual modes lose or regain the stability can be observed. Eigenfrequencies, precessions and modal damping
are affected only slightly.
The estimated ﬂoating ring angular speeds expressed by means of the RSR, differ at the methods due to various assumptions. For method F (uncoupled solution) and method G (coupled solution), the RSR is constant and given by (6). The
RSR calculation based on (7) is used in method I and ﬂoating ring angular speed is supposed to be an additional degree
of freedom in method J. A comparison of the RSRs is summarized in Fig. 10. The RSRs used in methods F and G are constant and the same for both bearings because of the identical geometries and oil viscosity. RSR calculation given by (6) is
independent on the varying relative eccentricity due to the bearing load. In case of methods I and J, the RSR functions are
increasing with higher rotor speeds and the changes tend to be more prominent in the turbine bearing due to a higher
static load. As the rotor speed increases, differences among the RSR values obtained by various methods decrease and the
RSRs of both rings are becoming more similar. A jump of the RSR function for method J at low rotor speeds is caused by
inaccuracies of the equilibrium position establishment of the system with a free rotating degree of freedom, but the nominal
jump discontinuities are negligible.
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Fig. 9. Campbell diagram for the typical turbocharger considering separated linearization of both ﬂuid ﬁlms (method F, see Section 3.6). Outer clearance is
cO = 36 μm at both sides. The lower diagram shows zoom of the upper Campbell diagram in the frequency range from 0 to 500 Hz.

Fig. 10. Mutual comparison of the RSR functions for various methods F, G, I, J.

Although the RSR values vary at the methods, the Campbell diagrams obtained by methods G, I, J do not differ significantly from the diagram for method F, which is depicted in Fig. 9. Hence, making the model more precise (considering a
coupled solution, rotation degree of freedom of the ﬂoating ring or RSR based on the actual eccentricity during the static
solution) does not bring any signiﬁcant effect to the quality of the Campbell diagram and to the accuracy of the prediction
of unstable modes.
4.2. Computational demands of the proposed methods
Computational demands of complex modelling methods F, G, I, J are analyzed in this section. In order to compare the
computational demands, the CPU time needed for the determination of the static equilibrium is used. Other necessary parts
of the computational analysis such as the evaluation of the linearized stiffness and the damping coeﬃcients, modal analysis
etc. were omitted because these parts of the computational analysis of the turbocharger do not differ throughout the presented methods or their inﬂuence on the total CPU time is negligible. A comparison of computational demands is shown in
Fig. 11. The ﬁgure consists of the total elapsed time to determine the equilibrium positions and the total number of iterations
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Fig. 11. Computational demands of methods F, G, I, J.

and the objective function evaluation, which were taken during the solution of the system of nonlinear algebraic equations
described in Section 3. For the solution of system of equations, the MATLAB built-in function lsqnonlin was used and
the simulations were performed using a regular workstation3 . Initial conditions for the equilibrium position determination
at the speciﬁc rotor speed were estimated and for all the investigated methods they were set to be equal.
The highest CPU time is achieved using method J, which assumes free rotation of the ﬂoating ring and its independent
angular speed, which is calculated in each time-step. The CPU time of method F is mainly affected by dividing the static
equilibrium determination to the separate steps. Obviously, less complicated system of equations is solved twice – for the
inner and the outer ﬂuid ﬁlm. Method G is the least computationally demanding. In contrast to method I, the RSR calculation
is based only on the bearing geometry and material properties and does not take into account the position of the journal
and the nominal rotor speed. Another eﬃcient method is method I, which has similar demands to method G. However, the
results, especially RSR from Fig. 10, are comparable to the more complex method J. Based on the presented study, method I
seems to be the best choice for performing the turbochargers linear analysis regarding low demands on the CPU time, good
accuracy and complexity of the computational model.
4.3. Instability thresholds, comparison of the Campbell diagrams with the results of the nonlinear simulations
In this section, the results of the linearized analysis, which have been shown earlier, will be compared with the runup simulations performed using the full nonlinear model. This model includes nonlinear oil-ﬁlm forces and no excitation
forces such as rotating unbalance force. The simulation is performed in the time-domain using standard ODE solvers for
such problems.
Results of both types of the simulations are depicted using composite diagrams. In the case of the linearized analysis, the
resulting Campbell diagrams are complemented with curves, which represent whirl frequencies in all four ﬂuid ﬁlms located
in the bearings. Whirl frequency is a theoretical frequency of motion of the journal or the ring in the unstable bearing. The
whirl frequencies are calculated analytically in accordance with the theory from Ref. [33] and the onset of instability is
evaluated according to the Routh–Hourwitz stability criterion. Time series that represent a response during the run-up is
divided into overlapping segments and each segment is analyzed using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). Resulting data are
visualised in the form of a spectrogram, which is complemented by dashed and solid curves. The dashed curves are the
theoretical whirl frequencies and the solid lines are the frequencies of unstable modes, which are tracked in the Campbell
diagram.
The simulations were performed for the outer clearances from range cO = 36; 46 μm. We assumed that the outer clearances in both bearings X = L, R are equal. As examples, three sets of results are depicted in Figs. 12–14. The results are
presented using the composite diagrams described above. The composite Campbell diagrams are based on method J, which
is the most complex, because it includes the ﬂoating ring mass, the ﬂoating ring degree of freedom and coupled linearization of both ﬂuid ﬁlms in the single bearing. The composite spectrograms show vibrations of both impellers in the range of
25 dB (2.5 decades). A logarithmic scale with the maximum values presented in yellow and the minimum ones in blue is
used. Moreover, the RSR values are shown on the right side of all ﬁgures.
The results can be summarized as follows:
•

•

3

The ﬁrst bifurcation at which component sub1 appears is predicted rather accurately. The frequency of the motion
that is associated with sub1 is also predicted accurately; the accuracy is better at the higher outer clearances.
The second bifurcation appears only if the mode associated with sub1 is stable. Therefore, if the inner oil ﬁlm becomes
unstable, component sub2 can appear only if the mode associated with component sub1 is stable. Presumably, this is
due to the fact that component sub1 is associated with the conical motion, which has lower kinetic energy than the
cylindrical motion associated with component sub2.

All simulations were performed on an average workstation with processor Intel®CoreTM i7-7700 CPU @ 3.60 GHz (8 CPUs) and 64 GB RAM.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the linearized model J with run-up simulation including nonlinear forces considering outer clearance c0 = 36 μm. Spectrograms
depict vibrations of both impellers as a function of the rotor speed, solid white lines correspond to the unstable modes from the Campbell diagram and
dashed lines depict the whirl frequency curves. Comparison of the RSRs resulting from the run-up simulation and the linearized model are depicted on
the right.

Fig. 13. Comparison of the linearized model J with run-up simulation including nonlinear forces considering outer clearance c0 = 40 μm. Spectrograms
depict vibrations of both impellers as a function of the rotor speed, solid white lines correspond to the unstable modes from the Campbell diagram and
dashed lines depict the whirl frequency curves. Comparison of the RSRs resulting from the run-up simulation and the linearized model are depicted on
the right.

Fig. 14. Comparison of the linearized model J with run-up simulation including nonlinear forces considering outer clearance c0 = 42 μm. Spectrograms
depict vibrations of both impellers as a function of the rotor speed, solid white lines correspond to the unstable modes from the Campbell diagram and
dashed lines depict the whirl frequency curves. Comparison of the RSRs resulting from the run-up simulation and the linearized model are depicted on
the right.

•

•

•

The frequency component sub2 is a theoretical whirl frequency of the unstable bearing and cannot be associated with
any unstable mode in the Campbell diagram. The frequency of component sub2 differs noticeably from the theoretical
whirl frequency with increasing distance from the second bifurcation. With higher outer clearance, the difference is
increasing more rapidly. These differences can be observed because the speed of the ﬂoating ring calculated during
the run-up varies from the speed calculated analytically, which results in varying whirl frequencies.
The simulated whirl frequency might cross the frequency of the unstable cylindrical mode that is depicted in Fig. 14.
At this point, the whirl frequency becomes locked to the frequency of the unstable mode, which leads to oil whip in
the inner ﬁlm. The oil whip in the inner ﬁlm vanishes if the inner ﬁlm becomes unstable and the conditions for the
total instability are not met.
The bifurcation at which component sub3 appears corresponds to the predicted speed at which the forward conical
mode becomes unstable. Interestingly, the motion associated with sub3 is performed at the theoretical whirl frequency
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•

rather than at the frequency of the unstable conical mode. If the oil whip condition described in the previous item is
reached, the frequency of motion sub3 jumps closer to the frequency of the unstable conical mode.
In some cases, a new component whose frequency is higher than that of sub3 appears at very high rotor speeds. This
new component will appear if the theoretical whirl frequency crosses the frequency of the unstable backward conical
mode, see Fig. 14.

5. Conclusion
This work has provided a coherent theory for the linear analysis of the FRBs that are used most often in turbocharger
applications. Although the turbocharger rotor supported on the FRBs is a nonlinear system, the linear analysis can provide fundamental insight into the turbocharger rotordynamics eﬃciently. It is because the linearization process and modal
analysis is a far less demanding problem than the simulation of a run-up and subsequent data post-processing.
It has been demonstrated that some linear methods can be used in order to predict bifurcations in the rotor response.
In particular, the bifurcations that lead to the excitation of gyroscopic conical deﬂection shapes (components sub1 and sub3)
can be associated with the loss of the stability of particular modes. Interestingly, the frequency of the resulting motions
is not necessarily equal to the frequency of the unstable mode shape. If a theoretical frequency of motion in the unstable
bearing (whirl frequency) is lower than the frequency of the unstable mode, the resulting motion is performed at this lower
frequency.
Rules determining behaviour of component sub2 (gyroscopic cylindrical deﬂection shape) are more complicated. We assume that sub2 can appear after the mode associated with sub1 becomes stable. Furthermore, there should be an unstable
cylindrical mode or ﬂuid-induced instability in the inner ﬁlm in both bearings. The motion associated with component sub2
then appears at the theoretical whirl frequency of the inner ﬁlm. We have predicted the frequency of sub2 correctly only in
a short range after its onset. When the rotor speed increased enough, a noticeable difference between the theoretical whirl
frequency and the actual frequency of sub2 occurred. As expected, once the frequency of sub2 crosses the aforementioned
frequency of the unstable cylindrical mode, it becomes locked into it, which leads to oil whip. The locking can cause jumping
of sub3. So far this behaviour has been explained as a jump from sub1 to sub3, see Section 1 and Fig. 2(f)–(h). The presented
study suggests that at least some of these jumps involve only sub2 and sub3 and occur due to oil whip in the outer ﬁlm.
In order to provide results in such detail, several methods of linear representation or linear approximation of the ﬂuid
ﬁlm forces in the FRB have been introduced. The methods span from the simplest isotropic approximation of the whole FRB
to the most complex one which includes separated linearization in the inner and the outer ﬂuid ﬁlm, the rotational degree
of freedom for the ﬂoating rings and the independently determined ring speed. The analysis of the resulting composite
Campbell diagrams, which show not only values of eigenfrequencies but also indicate damping and precession, has been
performed. It has been demonstrated that methods A–D which neglect motion of the ﬂoating rings have the low capability
in the prediction of the conical and the cylindrical modes because their topology does not correspond well to the physical
reality.
Methods F–J with a more precise linearized description of the FRB have been introduced. The aim was to obtain the
Campbell diagrams that correspond better to the actual (nonlinear) behaviour of the turbocharger. However, this goal has
not been fully achieved because there are only slight differences in modal properties predicted by methods F–J. The more
precise description of the FRBs (separated linearization in both ﬂuid ﬁlms, the RSR determination or degree of freedom for
the ﬂoating ring rotation) does not lead to more accurate prediction of the modal properties. Computational demands of
the introduced methods have been studied. Method J, which is, from the physical point of view, the most precise in the
description of FRBs, is considerably more demanding than other three methods. It means that methods F, G, and I are more
appropriate for the analysis of the modal properties than method J.
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Table 2
Parameters of the typical turbocharger, adopted from [10].
Shaft parameters
Finite element number

Length [mm]

Outer diameter [mm]

Inner diameter [mm]

Density [kg · m−3 ]

Young’s modulus [MPa]

1
2
3

33
39
33

11
11
11

0
0
0

7860
7860
7860

2 · 105
2 · 105
2 · 105

Inner ﬁlm

Outer ﬁlm

Inner ﬁlm

Outer ﬁlm

4.9·10−3
34
6.5
5.5
7.2
33.641 · 10−8

4.9·10−3
36; 46
9
8

6.4·10−3
34
6.5
5.5
7.2
33.641 · 10−8

6.4·10−3
36; 46
9
8

Bearings parameters
Turbine side

dynamic viscosity [Pa·s]
clearance [μm]
bearing length [mm]
bearing radius [mm]
FR mass [kg]
FR moment of inertia [kg·m2 ]

Compressor side

Wheels parameters
mass [kg]
polar moment of inertia [kg·m2 ]
moment of inertia [kg·m2 ]

Turbine side

Compressor side

0.326
8.1·10−5
7.7·10−5

0.118
4.4 ·10−5
3.27 ·10−5
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